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Are you a knitter, crocheter, crafter, or none of the above?This clever book gives yarn

lovers&#151;both knitters and non-knitters alike&#151;50 fun ways to use their stashes without

taking out their knitting needles. The projects are easy and simple, but with a modern aesthetic that

manages to be both sophisticated and inviting.Get your hot glue gun fired up, adhere some

pompoms to an old office chair, and make the most ho-hum seat in your house into a cozy piece of

pop art furniture. Or treat your neck to a stylish infinity scarf. All you need is some bulky yarn and

the ability to braid.This book will strike a chord with DIYers who love yarn but donâ€™t always want

to take the time and effort to knit something from it. Projects also include a Sputnik lamp shade, a

welcome mat, friendship bracelets, and even a rehabbed woven lawn chair. Put away your needles

and crochet hooks and create fabulous projects, from accessories to home goods and more!
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This is just the book I needed. After all, I have so many balls of scrap yarn left over from projects

throughout many years of knitting and crochet projects. Some are quick and can be done in minutes

like coasters and jewelry, others are weaving and stitching projects that you could zen out and

spend time with your favorite fibers giving them a new life like upcycling an old lawn chair. Lots of

the projects combine other unusual and unexpected materials like clear tubing to make unique

conversation starter designs.



Totally innovative, fun and contemporary. It's rare to get a book that has so many incredible

projects...you honestly want to make every single one for yourself or as a gift for a pal. It's not just

the projects, the book itself will inspire you to dig deep and use what you have to make something

spectacular. Pom Pom chair YES, Gradient necklace OMG and the lamp on the cover, it is amazing

and, honestly, pretty gosh darn easy with the super duper directions. I highly recommend this book

for it's projects and how it will expand your creative horizons.

Definitely not a "stash buster". Only a minimum of yarn was used for each project. Very

disappointing. None of the projects excited me. A waste of money! More a wallet buster than a

"stash" buster.

This was pretty great and it's nice if you have yarn around and don't want to do needle art,

necessarily.

OK... I find some projects a little complicated and needing too much extra stuff to make happen. I

thought the whole purpose was too use up extra yarn stash, not have to buy more stuff to make

stuff!

Ideas did not turn out to be all that remarkable...but I will try and make some of the patterns

described in the book

Absolutely perfect gift for my crafting mother. The projects and ideas are concise and clear.

Very well done. I wantedmore!
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